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“The relation between what we see and what we know is never settled” -- so opens John
Berger’s revolutionary million-copy bestseller on how to look at artJohn Berger's Ways of Seeing
is one of the most stimulating and the most influential books on art in any language. First
published in 1972, it was based on the BBC television series about which the Sunday Times
critic commented: "This is an eye-opener in more ways than one: by concentrating on how we
look at paintings . . . he will almost certainly change the way you look at pictures." By now he has.

"It’s a book about art history and the media, but it’s also a magic trick." -- The New
Republic "Berger fulfils the roles of a philosopher, listener, and somewhat of a magician as he
makes tantalising worlds appear, and illusions vanish." -- Pratibha Rai, Oxford Culture
Review"The influence of the series and the book . . . was enormous . . . It opened up for general
attention to areas of cultural study that are now commonplace." —Geoff Dyer"...perhaps the
most bold, clear, and widely renowned explanation of art’s entanglement with capitalism." -- The
Paris Review"Berger has the ability to cut right through the mystification of the professional art
critics . . . He is a liberator of images: and once we have allowed the paintings to work on us
directly, we are in a much better position to make a meaningful evaluation." —Peter Fuller, Arts
Review"Over the past sixty years, the great John Berger — art critic, essayist, screenwriter,
novelist, poet, and artist — has made immeasurable contributions to our understanding of
culture and politics, never more potently than in Ways of Seeing." -The Village VoiceOn John
Berger: “In contemporary English letters he seems to me peerless.” -- Susan Sontag“We learned
from him to see that basic assumptions about everything—work, play, art, commerce—are
hidden in the surrounding culture of images.” -- Jane Gaines About the AuthorStoryteller,
novelist, essayist, screenwriter, dramatist and critic, John Berger (1926-2017) was one of the
most internationally influential writers of the last fifty years. His many books include Ways of
Seeing; the fiction trilogy Into Their Labours; Here Is Where We Meet; the Booker Prize–winning
novel G; Hold Everything Dear; the Man Booker–longlisted From A to X; and A Seventh Man.
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Zeiva, “Not for me. It was a gift for a lived one. I skimmed through it and noticed it has a lot of
black and white pictures but also text.”

Taylor Gray, “Purchased for School. I bought this for a college course. It was a required reading.
It was just what I ordered and it was a good price! The read was okay, but the class I took only
required us to read bits and pieces!”

Qalb-e-Saleem, “Visual Culture!. I had been on the lookout for a good book on visual culture,
and after a long search , I decided to buy this one, as it is a classic. A classic in the non-fiction
genre means that latest books on the subject have stolen the main themes from the classic text-
which may be very short-and then added verbosity and lots of pictures to make thick and
expensive books.This book may seem like a small book full of pictures, but it propounds big
ideas. For me it was a quick read, I finished it in a few hours, possibly more so due to the fact
that the main ideas were thoughts already scattered in my head; Berger compiled them, stated
them way more eloquently, and then some.As is often the case, this book took me back to
Qur'anic verses, as it seemed to be tied to the main themes of the Islamic scripture. The section
on the female nude, could very well have been a summary of a dissertation on the veil in Islam.
A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this review.Having just read Chomsky's "How the
world works," it was quite intriguing to read Berger making the same connections of capitalism
with envy, covetousness and social apathy. Just like Chomsky, his identification of capitalism as
a roadblock to democracy was also equally intriguing. It was almost the same points being
stated, except that this time the thesis was based on marketing and the visual arts. (less)”

Milú, “a classic. Paperback edition of this classic book.”

jennifer, “Interesting. Makes you think about art differently for sure. The tv series is very
interesting as well. I was lamenting about the weird printing of the book and a friend of mine
suggested that perhaps the printing was intentional to drive home the concept of different “ways
of seeing”. Something to consider.”

Nicholas Garcia, “Great book, terrible print. The book is incredible, hence my five star rating. I’d
like to warn you that this print of the book however, is terrible. Lets start with this lazy cover,
which is literally just the first page printed on front, text and all. I know that’s a superficial
complaint but to me these things matter. The more important issue is the spine of the book. The
pages start ripping out when you hold it open and after staying in my car for a couple of hours,
the glue started to loosen and the pages fell out! I’ve never had this issue with another book.
Another bad note is that it’s in black and white, making it difficult to see the art that it uses as
examples in this book.Overall i highly highly reccomend this book but please buy another print.”



M. Ruck, “More complicated than the title implies.. I have read this book as a title from a
suggested reading list prior to studying for a Foundation Degree in Photography. I found
digesting some of the points raised quite difficult. I thought that some of the writing has a sexist
bias when talking of women being objectified but some was just downright confusing. I guess
that I started reading with a preconceived idea of what the title "says of Seeing" was going to tell
me. I found that the book or its way of telling the Ways of Seeing was unfamiliar in its approach. I
intend to read it a second time to form up what I understood from my first read through.”

Jim, “One of the best books on Semiotics. One of the best books that one could ever read when
it comes to understanding visual codes & semiotics, print advertisements and the rational
behind them. Great edition, full of practical examples with pictures inside. However, the paper
quality inside is cheap and the pictures are B&W. If you don't mind that, it's a great book.”

The book by John Berger has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,349 people have provided feedback.
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